
THE BEAD PATCH
266A Mammoth Rd
Manchester, NH 03109
(603) 627-4870

**Class Schedule for January 2018**  ***ADVANCE REGISTRATION IS REQUIRED***

Hours: Mon, Tues, Fri  10 - 5:30
            Wed, Thurs 10 - 6
            Sat  10 - 5
            Sun 11 - 3
            

E-mail:
info@thebeadpatch.net

Web:
www.thebeadpatch.net

Advance registration is required for all classes.
A $5.00 (refundable) deposit is required to register.

Fri.  1/12/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Get Started Beadweaving: Make a 1, 2 or 3 color bracelet using this easy beadweaving technique.
(Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: Patt

Fri.  1/5/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Basic Wire Wrapping: Learn the basics of wrapping freeform stones and donuts. If you are
interested in doing wire work, this is the class to start with. (Some materials included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: John

Get Started Making Earrings: We'll learn about headpins, eyepins, earwires, and the tools needed to create a 
basic pair of earrings! (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: Patt

Tues.  1/16/18
1:00 - 2:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Get Started Stringing: Learn the basics to make a bracelet, necklace or anklet using the beads of your 
choice. (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: Patt

Sat.  1/13/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Twisted Chevron Bracelet: Make a sparkling chevron design bracelet using twisted wire and Swarovski 
crystals. You’ll learn how to bundle wrap, twist wire, and make your own wire clasp. Basic wire wrap 
skills required.  (Materials not included.)   Level: Intermediate Instructor: John

Thurs. 1/11/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit

Wed. 1/3/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Spiral Rope: This is the easiest of the ‘spiral’ techniques to learn. Once you get it started, it works up 
quickly. You can create many effects by using different combinations of beads.                                                     
Level: Beginner to Intermediate Instructor: Patt

Wed. 1/17/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Basic Wire Wrapping: Learn the basics of wrapping freeform stones and donuts. If you are
interested in doing wire work, this is the class to start with. (Some materials included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: John

Twisted Chevron Bracelet: Make a sparkling chevron design bracelet using twisted wire and Swarovski 
crystals. You’ll learn how to bundle wrap, twist wire, and make your own wire clasp. Basic wire wrap 
skills required.  (Materials not included.)   Level: Intermediate Instructor: John

Sat.  1/20/28
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit

Get Started Making Earrings: We'll learn about headpins, eyepins, earwires, and the tools needed to create a 
basic pair of earrings! (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: Patt

Sat.  1/27/18
11:00 - 12:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Wed. 1/24/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit

Kumihimo Basics: Learn the basics of this ancient Japanese braiding technique! A Marudai (Kumihimo 
stand) is not required for this class. (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner Instructor: Patt

Flat Spiral: This stitch is a variation of the spiral rope technique, where the ‘spirals’ lay flat along the sides. 
Makes an elegant bracelet or necklace.
Level: Beginner to Intermediate Instructor: Patt

Tues.  1/9/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20.00

Fri.  1/19/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Spiral Rope: This is the easiest of the ‘spiral’ techniques to learn. Once you get it started, it works up 
quickly. You can create many effects by using different combinations of beads.                                                     
Level: Beginner to Intermediate Instructor: Patt

Fri.  1/26/18
11:00 - 2:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit

Beaded Kumihimo: Hooked on Kumihimo?? Trying to figure out how to get those beads on the cord?? 
Then this class is for you!! (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner to Intermediate Instructor: Patt

Flat Spiral: This stitch is a variation of the spiral rope technique, where the ‘spirals’ lay flat along the sides. 
Makes an elegant bracelet or necklace.
Level: Beginner to Intermediate Instructor: Patt

Wed.  1/31/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20.00
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Get Started Beadweaving: Make a 1, 2 or 3 color bracelet using this easy beadweaving technique.
(Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner 							Instructor: Patt
Fri.  1/12/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Basic Wire Wrapping: Learn the basics of wrapping freeform stones and donuts. If you are
interested in doing wire work, this is the class to start with. (Some materials included.)
Level: Beginner							Instructor: John
Fri.  1/5/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Tues.  1/16/18
1:00 - 2:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Get Started Making Earrings: We'll learn about headpins, eyepins, earwires, and the tools needed to create a basic pair of earrings! (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner 							Instructor: Patt
Sat.  1/13/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Get Started Stringing: Learn the basics to make a bracelet, necklace or anklet using the beads of your choice. (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner							Instructor: Patt
Thurs. 1/11/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit
Twisted Chevron Bracelet: Make a sparkling chevron design bracelet using twisted wire and Swarovski crystals. You’ll learn how to bundle wrap, twist wire, and make your own wire clasp. Basic wire wrap 
skills required.  (Materials not included.)   Level: Intermediate			Instructor: John
Spiral Rope: This is the easiest of the ‘spiral’ techniques to learn. Once you get it started, it works up quickly. You can create many effects by using different combinations of beads.                                                     Level: Beginner to Intermediate 				Instructor: Patt
	
Wed. 1/3/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit


Basic Wire Wrapping: Learn the basics of wrapping freeform stones and donuts. If you are
interested in doing wire work, this is the class to start with. (Some materials included.)
Level: Beginner							Instructor: John
Wed. 1/17/18
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit

Sat.  1/20/28
11:00 - 1:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit
Twisted Chevron Bracelet: Make a sparkling chevron design bracelet using twisted wire and Swarovski crystals. You’ll learn how to bundle wrap, twist wire, and make your own wire clasp. Basic wire wrap 
skills required.  (Materials not included.)   Level: Intermediate			Instructor: John
Sat.  1/27/18
11:00 - 12:00
Fee: $10, $5 deposit

Get Started Making Earrings: We'll learn about headpins, eyepins, earwires, and the tools needed to create a basic pair of earrings! (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner 							Instructor: Patt
Kumihimo Basics: Learn the basics of this ancient Japanese braiding technique! A Marudai (Kumihimo stand) is not required for this class. (Materials not included.)
Level: Beginner 							Instructor: Patt
Wed. 1/24/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit


Tues.  1/9/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20.00


Flat Spiral: This stitch is a variation of the spiral rope technique, where the ‘spirals’ lay flat along the sides. Makes an elegant bracelet or necklace.
Level: Beginner to Intermediate 					Instructor: Patt
Spiral Rope: This is the easiest of the ‘spiral’ techniques to learn. Once you get it started, it works up quickly. You can create many effects by using different combinations of beads.                                                     Level: Beginner to Intermediate 				Instructor: Patt
	
Fri.  1/19/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20, $5 deposit


Beaded Kumihimo: Hooked on Kumihimo?? Trying to figure out how to get those beads on the cord?? Then this class is for you!! (Materials not included.)	
Level: Beginner to Intermediate				Instructor: Patt
Fri.  1/26/18
11:00 - 2:00
Fee: $25, $5 deposit

Wed.  1/31/18
12:00 - 2:00
Fee: $20.00


Flat Spiral: This stitch is a variation of the spiral rope technique, where the ‘spirals’ lay flat along the sides. Makes an elegant bracelet or necklace.
Level: Beginner to Intermediate 					Instructor: Patt


